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Wadhwa The Address, Mumbai is synonymous to a safe haven which shall its residents cuddled in
the lap of luxury and comforts in every moment. Wadhwa The Address Project is located
strategically at Ghatkopar West Mumbai and shall offer cross-ventilated 2 BHK, 3 BHK, 3 BHK and
4 BHK apartments, duplex and triplex penthouses.  Each and every apartment is designed and
embellished to ensure thorough privacy to the residents and the best part is that each apartment
opens in two directions. A panoramic view from every home is going to be an additional delight.

Living in Mumbai, all a person wants is residence at a location so strategic that everything including
the amenities is within closer proximity. Keeping this point in mind, the project has been designed
with the aim to keep within a reachable radius. As a matter of fact, the project is a 2 minutes drive
from Eastern Express highway and  Powai, and a 10 minutes drive away from International Airport
and hardly a 5 minutes drive away  from Western Express Highway. Not only this, upon completion,
the project shall be well-connected to prominent parts of Mumbai and Thane. The location itself
gives Wadhwa The Address Mumbai best-of-its-kind future prospects.

Upon completion, besides being a good investment, The Address shall also ensure that
convenience of a happy life are provided. Stepping out of the lobby, one shall be able to enjoy the
scenic landscaped terraced gardens, jogging tracks and lush green surroundings that could make
any one refreshed after a hard day at work. Stepping further into the premises, one could find the
splendid clubhouse equipped with all the modern facilities like gymnasium, swimming pool, spa and
sauna. Along with this, there shall be ample car parking space so even bigger families can utilize
the space as and when they require.

Wadhwa The Address Mumbaiâ€™s design has been finalized to spread over an area of 19 acres
approximately and out of this 20% of the area would be utilized for development of residential
towers and the rest 80% would be left open for serene natural shield of trees and lush green lands.
The project would be having 2 basements and 3 podium level of parking that is proposed to have
space for around 2500 cars at a time. Each and every apartment would have wooden flooring in the
guest room along with a separate maidâ€™s room. The exquisitely landscaped fourth podium would be
treated as the recreational activity area. 

The Address Mumbai shall offer high-end facilities like fully-equipped clubhouse, open roof terrace,
spa garden, squash court, banquet hall, coffee shop and much more. The project would be devised
to meet the lifestyle and interests of people residing here. Apart from themed sky garden,
gymnasium, aerobics & fitness centre, every nook and corner of the vicinity is vastu friendly. So
donâ€™t lay back, get on your toes and book your space in Wadhwa The Address Mumbai, before itâ€™s
too late.
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has deep interest in writing articles. he also given his views to a Wadhwa The Address.The price of
a The Nest Mumbai is very affordable.
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